Order your office supplies at Pandava

Did you know that by ordering your office supplies at Pandava, not only are you making an ecological choice (their products have a label that indicates their ecological quality; and the fact that grouping orders decreases the ecological impact of supply transport) but you can also benefit from a 10% discount.

Procedure

1. Interested? Go to www.pandava.be
2. Register yourself as a new client.
3. Place your order on the website.
4. Call the sales department of Pandava on the number 03/660.05.10 to let them know you are a member of Mundo-j in order to benefit from a 10% discount.
5. Your order will be delivered as the same time as the other orders from the building. To reduce the number of transport journeys, your order will be delivered on the 1st or 15th of each month.